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for the questions

1. Fill in the blanks : 1x5=5

(a) Educationa-l sociolory is the study of
relationship between 

- 
and society.

(b) A primary group is 
- 

in size.

(c) Social change is a 

- 
phenomenon.

(d.) Culture is an 

- 
quality.

(e) Poverty is the main 

- 
of child labour.
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2" V/rite True or False : I x5=5

(a) Max Weber is the father of sociologz.

(b) Stability is an important characteristic
of a secondary group.

(c) Cooperation and competition are
necessary for sociai interaction

(d) Mores relate to the fundamental needs
of the society. 

:

(e) Challenging attitude is not a form of

Write briefly about any {ive agencies of
social control.

Write five characteristics of culture.

Explain the terrn modernization. Write
two causes of modernization.

Explain five millennium development
goals in regard to education.

Explain the relationship between education
and sociologr" Write Iive aims of educational
sociologr. 5+5=10

Or

Who is a leader? Explain the role of school in
treadership training" 2+8=1O

6" Define socialization. Discuss the role of
family in sociaiizing a child. 4+6:10

Or

What is social control? Explain how
education can be an effective means of social
control. 4+6=10

7. Discuss the role of education as a factor of
social change with special reference to India. 1O

Or

What is meant by social disorganization?
Suggest some measures to prevent it. 2+3=16

(c)

(d)

(e)

n

5"

3. Answer the following very briefly

(a) I)efine sociologr.

2x5:1 O

(b) Write two characteristics of a. social
group.

(c) What is social change?

(d.) Mention only four essential elements of
social organization.

(e) What is child labour?

4" Answer arry four of the following : 5x4=20

(a) State the importance of educational
sociolory.

(b) Explain education as a social system.
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8. Expiain the concept' of equali.ation of
educational -opportunity. Point lout six

. measures to promote it. -,' 
4'+6=LA

_Discuss the" niain causes of Child labour. 10
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